Introduction

These modification notes contain information relating to the major release of Impero Connect 12.90. Information about the 12.90 release and subsequent maintenance releases can be found on the Release History section of the Impero website.

If you have questions about your license or wish to upgrade to Impero Connect 12.90, please contact Impero or your local Impero partner for more information.

References to the Connect Portal include:

- the web interface
- the communication profile in the components
- the associated services

What’s new in version 12.90

- After the acquisition of Netop by Impero, Netop Remote Control has been rebranded as Impero Connect. The Guest and Host user interface has been updated to reflect the new name changes and logo.
- We have improved communication between modules by adding support for TLS connections. Transport Layer Security (TLS) encrypts data sent over the Internet to help ensure that eavesdroppers and hackers are unable to see what you transmit.
- Support added for the Guest and Host for Debian 10*. Note that only x11 sessions are supported.
Bugfixes

- Fixed a bug where the Portal certificate didn’t validate when using a proxy.
- Fixed an issue with between the dual-display support and Netop Security Server.